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A B S T R A C T
Mechanical properties of AZ31B magnesium alloy were modified in this work by various processing routes of incremental equal channel angular pressing (I-ECAP) followed by heat treatment. Possible strategies for improving ductility and strength of the alloy were investigated. Processing by routes A and Bc showed that texture plays predominant role in controlling mechanical properties at room temperature. Four passes of I-ECAP by route C followed by annealing enhanced ductility up to 0.35 of true strain. It was found that tensile twinning was important in accommodating strain during tensile testing, which resulted in a very good hardening behaviour. The yield strength was improved to 300 MPa by refining grain size to 0.8 µm in I-ECAP at 150 °C. The obtained structure and properties were shown to be stable up to 150 °C. True strain at fracture was increased to 0.2 after annealing at 150 °C without lowering strength.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Modern lightweight materials are dynamically entering new markets. Especially the aerospace and automotive sectors are taking advantage of fuel savings due to weight reduction [1,2]. Magnesium alloys are of special interest because of their low density (~1.7 g/cm3) and a high specific strength, defined as a ratio of strength to density. However, the yield stress of magnesium alloys is still lower than commonly used aluminium alloys, which indicates that more research is needed in this field. Moreover, magnesium alloys suffer from limited formability, especially at room temperature, and low corrosion resistance. However, the latter can be also an advantage as they have been shown to be fully dissolvable within human body, which makes them promising materials for biodegradable implants with a higher strength than currently used polymers [3].

One of the possible approaches to improve strength of metals and alloys is to reduce their grain size by severe plastic deformation (SPD). Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) [4,5] is among the most developed SPD processes used worldwide. The concept of ECAP is to press a billet through an angled channel without changing billet’s dimensions. Strain introduced by simple shear at the channel’s intersection usually results in significant grain refinement. Therefore, it can be used to produce materials with a submicron grain size, commonly known as ultrafine-grained (UFG) metals. However, conventional ECAP is not able to produce continuous billets as friction in the channel rises dramatically with the length of a billet. Rosochowski and Olejnik proposed a solution to this problem by separating stages of feeding and plastic deformation [6]. In their cyclic process, called incremental ECAP (I-ECAP), the billet (bar [7], plate [8] or sheet [9]) is delivered in consecutive steps to the deformation zone and a punch, moving in a reciprocating manner, deforms a small volume of material by simple shear in each cycle.

Conventional ECAP was shown to be effective in improving room temperature ductility [10], strength [11] and corrosion resistance [12,13] of magnesium alloys. However, the effect of grain refinement on mechanical properties is not clear as some researchers reported decrease in strength [14,15] while it was possible to improve yield stress in some other cases [16]. It was also emphasized that texture produced during ECAP cannot be neglected due to hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystallographic structure of the studied alloys [15,17]. Grain size produced by ECAP can be controlled by changing processing temperature while different textures are generated by different processing routes, known as A, Bc and C. Route A indicates processing without rotation of a billet between subsequent passes of ECAP, route Bc means that the billet is rotated by 90° always in the same sense before putting back into the inlet channel and, finally, the billet is rotated by 180 °C in the case of route C. The mean grain sizes reported in different studies for various ECAP temperatures was
0.37 μm at 115 °C [11], 1 μm at 150 °C [18], 2 μm at 200 °C [11,19], and 6 μm at 250 °C [15]. Recent results obtained for I-ECAP of AZ31B confirmed that grain refinement at 250 °C is similar to that obtained by ECAP (~5–6 μm) and texture generated by using different processing routes influences strength and tension-compression asymmetry of the yield stress [20]. Despite a lot of research conducted in this field, some questions still remain unanswered. The following issues are addressed in this work:

1. What influences mechanical properties more, grain size or texture?
2. How can room temperature ductility be improved by a heat treatment after I-ECAP and what are deformation mechanisms supporting enhancement of elongation?
3. How can strength of magnesium alloy be improved by I-ECAP without lowering its ductility?

2. Material

The most common wrought magnesium alloy AZ31B (Mg–3%Al–1% Zn–0.5%Mn) was used in the current study. Billets for I-ECAP experiments were machined from a hot-extruded rod and a hot-rolled plate along extrusion and rolling directions, respectively. The bar was supplied in as-fabricated conditions (AZ31B-F) while the plate was delivered in annealed state (AZ31B-O) by Magnesium Elektron (Manchester, UK), in accordance with ASTM-B107 and ASTM-B90, respectively. EBSD analysis revealed that both materials exhibited significantly different grain sizes, bimodal structure 10 μm/50 μm for the rod and 8 μm for the plate. It is apparent from Fig. 1 that microstructure of the rod is much more heterogeneous than microstructure of the plate. The extruded rod is dominated by coarse grains as large as 70 μm surrounded by colonies of small grains with an average size of 10 μm (Fig. 1a). Microstructure of the plate is homogenous with only little fraction of coarse grains ~30 μm (Fig. 1b). Textures shown in Fig. 1(c and d) are usual fibre textures observed after extrusion and rolling of magnesium alloys. It is apparent that c-axes of hexagonal cells are aligned perpendicularly to the directions of extrusion as well as rolling.

3. Experimental procedure

3.1. Details of I-ECAP

Double billet variant of I-ECAP [21] with a die angle of 90° was carried out in this work on a 1 MN hydraulic servo press. A pair of billets, with cross-sectional dimensions 10 × 10 mm² each, was fed using a motor driven screw jack whose action was synchronized with the reciprocating movement of the punch. Process parameters were the same as in the previous work on I-ECAP of AZ31B [20]: feeding stroke – 0.2 mm, punch movement frequency – 0.5 Hz, peak-to-peak amplitude of the punch movement – 2 mm. The heating of billets was realised by holding them for 15 min prior to processing in the preheated die. The die temperature during processing was kept constant within ±2 °C, based on the readings obtained from a thermocouple located 15 mm from the deformation zone.

Fig. 1. Microstructures and textures of as-supplied extruded rod (a,c) and rolled plate (b,d). Symbol explanation: ED – extrusion direction; ND – normal direction of the plate; RD in image (c) – radial direction of the rod; RD in image (d) – rolling direction of the plate.
3.2. Experimental plan

The experimental campaign was divided into three parts in order to address the research questions stated in Section 1; details of experiments are shown in Table 1. In the first part, billets were subjected to I-ECAP at 250 °C and 200 °C using two different routes, A and Bc. It was assumed that different temperatures will result in different grain refinement while the used routes will produce different textures. Four pairs of billets machined from the extruded rod were firstly subjected to four passes at 250 °C; then, two of them were processed by additional two passes at 200 °C. Conducting first pass at 200 °C was not possible due to the occurrence of fracture.

The second part of the experimental plan was focused on improving room temperature ductility. Our previous research has confirmed that route C generates texture which results in improved elongation compared to the initial extruded rod [20]. Additionally, route C was shown to produce more symmetrical billets than route Bc, which exhibited very similar mechanical properties. Therefore, the billets were subjected to four passes of I-ECAP by route C at 250 °C. Thereafter, they were annealed for 6 h at 300 °C. Microstructures after I-ECAP, subsequent heat treatment and tensile deformation were characterized using optical microscope and EBSD.

Strength improvement of AZ31B was attempted in the third part of the experimental campaign. In order to achieve this goal, gradual temperature reduction in consecutive I-ECAP passes was used. Following our previous study [22], which revealed the effect of initial grain size on formability during I-ECAP, a fine-grained plate of AZ31B was selected as the initial material. Route A was used in this part as it was shown to be less prone to fracture than routes Bc and C. The I-ECAP procedure was as follows: 1 pass at 200 °C, 1 pass at 175 °C, 2 passes at 150 °C. Additionally, the I-ECAPed billets were annealed for 1 h at 150, 200, 250, and 300 °C to investigate the effect of annealing temperature on mechanical properties and grain size. In particular, ductility enhancement without strength loss was sought. Annealing time was shortened to 1 h as first results showed that there was no difference in terms of grain size and mechanical properties between 1 and 6 h.

3.3. Microstructural characterization and mechanical testing

Microstructural characterization was performed on Olympus GX51 optical microscope and HRSEM Inspect F50. The as-received specimens were characterized along extrusion and rolling directions. Preparation for optical microscopy included grinding using SiC paper P1200, mechanical polishing using polycrystalline suspensions with particle sizes: 9, 3, and 1 μm, and final polishing with colloidal silica. Specimens were etched using acetic picral. Samples for EBSD were prepared by ion milling on Leica RES 100. Scans were performed with steps 0.3 μm and 0.7 μm and area sizes 200 × 200 μm² and 400 × 400 μm², respectively. The larger area was examined only in the case of coarse-grained rod to obtain more reliable data for statistical analysis. The EBSD analysis was performed on the ED–ND plane, as indicated in Fig. 2. Tensile flow stress curves were obtained on Instron 5969 machine with the maximum load capacity of 50 kN. Tests were carried out at room temperature, with the initial strain rate 1 × 10⁻³ s⁻¹ using 2 mm thick flat specimens with strain gauge dimensions 3 mm × 12 mm.

4. Results

4.1. Microstructures and textures

Referring to the first part of the experimental programme, the average grain size of initially coarse-grained sample was refined to 4 μm by four I-ECAP passes at 250 °C by route A (Fig. 3a). The structure was relatively homogenous as standard deviation of the measurement was 1.4 μm. Temperature reduction to 200 °C in subsequent two passes led to further grain refinement to 2.5 μm (standard deviation 1 μm), as shown in Fig. 3b. As expected, smaller grain size was obtained at lower temperature. It is apparent from Fig. 3c that texture after four passes at 250 °C is very similar to that obtained after rolling of magnesium alloys (Fig. 1d) with c-axes tilted at 90 ± 15° to ED in the I-ECAPed billet. Processing at 250 °C/200 °C have not changed the texture significantly, as shown in Fig. 3d. Two overlapping peaks, indicating hcp cells tilted at 75° and 62° with respect to ED, can be distinguished on (0001) pole figure with maximum intensity of 11.4.

Processing by route Bc led to slightly less effective grain refinement at 250 °C than by route A as the grain size obtained from EBSD was 5 μm (Fig. 4a). Moreover, structure was also more heterogeneous since standard deviation was 3.1 μm. Texture measurement of the sample revealed that hcp cells were tilted at 52° with respect to ED (Fig. 4c). Temperature reduction refined grain size to 2.6 μm (standard deviation 1.2 μm) but texture has not been changed significantly, hcp cells are tilted at 57° and maximum intensity increased from 16.1 to 19.5 (Fig. 4b and d).

Results obtained in the second part led to the conclusion that microstructure after four passes of I-ECAP at 250 °C via route C was similar to that obtained using route Bc as the mean grain size was 4.5 μm. Standard deviation of 2.3 μm was also relatively high.
with a necklace-like structure displayed in Fig. 5a. Heat treatment for 6 h at 300 °C did not change the grain size significantly as it was increased to 6 μm; however, it is apparent from Fig. 6c that structure became more homogenous as colonies of small grains were no longer present. Microstructure characterization of tensile samples pulled to true strain of 0.15 revealed many shear bands parallel to shear plane of I-ECAP (Fig. 5b). It is not a new finding as we have already reported similar bands in I-ECAPed samples processed by routes A, B and C [20]; it has been also shown in the same article that fracture in tensile samples took place along those shear planes. Deformation mechanism in the annealed sample was different from that in the as-processed sample since severely twinned structure was observed after pulling to true strain 0.15 (Fig. 5d).

In the first part of the experimental campaign, the average grain size obtained after I-ECAP at 250 °C via route A was ~4 μm and further refinement to 2.5 μm was achieved by lowering temperature to 200 °C. In the third part of the programme, using a rolled plate as the initial material, gradual reduction of temperature from 200 °C in the first pass to 175 °C in the second pass and to 150 °C in the final two passes produced an alloy with a sub-micron structure of 0.8 μm (Fig. 6a). Texture produced using this procedure was similar to the sample processed for six passes via route A at 250 °C/200 °C (Fig. 6b). However, two separate peaks in the (0001) pole figure are clearly visible in this case (Fig. 6b), with one group of grains perpendicular to ED and another one tilted at 57° to ED. It should be also noted that texture intensity was 6.2, which was much lower than in the previous I-ECAPed samples.

Optical microscope images, presented in Fig. 7, showed that grain size after final I-ECAP at 150 °C followed by heat treatment was dependent on the annealing temperature. First samples were kept in the furnace for 1 and 6 h; however no effect regarding mechanical properties and microstructure was observed for different times. Therefore, the results shown here refer only to the annealing time of 1 h. It is apparent from Fig. 7a that heat treatment at temperature equal to the last processing temperature (150 °C) did not introduce significant changes to the structure, as the measured grain size was ~0.9 μm. Since a linear intercept method was used here to measure the grain size, it could be a systematic difference. When annealing temperature was increased to 200 °C and above, grain growth was observed (Fig. 7b–d). The average grain size measured was 2.7, 3.5 and 4.7 μm after annealing at 200, 250, and 300 °C, respectively.

4.2. Mechanical properties

The extruded rod, which was supplied in as-fabricated state exhibited relatively high yield strength (220 MPa) and ultimate tensile strength (295 MPa) accompanied by limited ductility at room temperature as illustrated by tensile strain at fracture of 0.09 (Fig. 8a); true strain was used in this work as a measure of deformation level. Four passes of I-ECAP at 250 °C by routes A and B (part 1) reduced yield strength to 150 and 100 MPa, respectively, with simultaneous ductility enhancement to 0.14 and 0.22. Lowering temperature of I-ECAP to 200 °C in two subsequent passes increased yield strength and fracture strain to 205 MPa and 0.2, when route A was used (Fig. 8a). Moreover, a good hardening rate was obtained with ultimate tensile strength reaching 355 MPa just before fracture. Completely different results were obtained for route B. The flow stress curve after additional two passes at

![EBSD maps and corresponding micro-textures of extruded samples after I-ECAP at 250 °C (a) and (c) and at 250 °C/200 °C (b) and (d) using route A.](image-url)
200 °C looked almost exactly the same as after four passes at 250 °C (Fig. 8b). Microstructural and textural changes taking places during I-ECAP processing will be taken into account in Section 5 of this article to explain the observed discrepancy between mechanical responses of the billets subjected to different routes.

Mechanical properties after four passes at 250 °C using route C (part 2) were similar to route B C, with the yield strength of 60 MPa and fracture strain of 0.22. The difference in flow behaviour of billets subjected to various routes of I-ECAP has been already discussed in our previous work [20]. In this study, an effect of heat treatment of I-ECAPed billet is investigated. It is apparent from Fig. 9 that significant improvement of ductility was obtained after annealing at 300 °C. True strain at break rose from 0.22 to 0.35, which is equivalent to 42% of engineering elongation, while yield stress was increased to 80 MPa. It is also worth noting that the sample was deformed uniformly almost to the fracture strain, reaching 340 MPa of the ultimate strength.

Yield strength of the supplied rolled plate (165 MPa) was lower than the extruded rod but fracture strain was 0.18, as shown in Fig. 10a. Four passes of I-ECAP at temperatures lowering from 200 °C to 150 °C (the third part of the experimental programme) significantly increased yield strength to 295 MPa without a major loss of ductility (true strain of 0.16). Although the hardening rate was lowered due to I-ECAP, the yield stress was continuously increasing during tensile testing and reached 360 MPa just before fracture. As shown in Fig. 10b, post I-ECAP annealing for one hour influenced significantly strength and ductility at room temperature. The yield strength obtained after I-ECAP at 150 °C was slightly raised to 305 MPa along with fracture strain increased to 0.2 when annealing temperature was the same as during processing. Keeping the samples in the furnace heated to 200 °C and above resulted in decrease of yield strength to 265, 205, and 180 MPa after annealing at 200, 250, and 300 °C, respectively. However, reasonably good elongations were obtained with true strains at fracture exceeding 0.2 and even reaching 0.3 after heat treatment at 250 °C. Extraordinary mechanical properties were achieved after annealing at 150 and 200 °C as both strength and ductility were simultaneously improved compared to the commercially available rod and plate, used in this work as reference materials.

5. Discussion

5.1. Effects of grain size and texture on mechanical properties

Grain refinement in billets subjected to I-ECAP at 250 °C is related to temperature rather than processing route. The difference between mean grain sizes obtained by routes A and B C was within 1 μm, which does not explain significantly different mechanical responses of both samples. Therefore, higher yield strength of the billet processed by route A is attributed to the strong texture with c-axes of hcp cells almost perpendicular to tensile direction while low yield strength after route B C is a result of hcp cells alignment favourable for slip on basal plane; this behaviour was already analysed for routes A, B C and C in our previous article [20].

Further processing at 200 °C resulted in a very similar grain refinement to 2.5 μm for both routes and the previous difference in grain size was levelled. Texture after processing by route B C at 200 °C was not changed significantly as basal planes were still in positions favourable for basal slip which was confirmed by almost
the same flow stress curve as after four passes at 250 °C. It clearly shows that strong basal texture produced by route B does not allow taking advantage of grain reduction in terms of strengthening of the alloy. It has also revealed that Hall–Patch [23,24] relation, expressing yield strength increase along with grain refinement, cannot be fulfilled in magnesium alloys when the Schmid factor for slip on basal plane is significantly larger than for any other mode of deformation. Theoretical analysis carried out by Kleiner and Uggowitzer [25] showed that Schmid factor for slip on basal plane reaches its maximum when c-axes of hexagonal cells are tilted at 57°, which corresponds very well to results obtained in this work by route B.

In contrast to route B, route A exhibited significant yield strength increase from 150 MPa after I-ECAP at 250 °C to 205 MPa after further processing at 200 °C. Although grain size reduction from 4 µm to 2.5 µm can be a reason for strength increase, it does not explain ductility enhancement to 0.2 of fracture strain. It is claimed here that distinctive texture produced after I-ECAP at 200 °C by route A (Fig. 3d) resulted in better ductility. Two overlapping peaks can be distinguished in the corresponding (0001) pole figure, with c-axes tilted at 75° and 62° to ED. Combination of 75° orientation of grains and their small size (2.5 µm) gave rise to yield strength improvement to 205 MPa while another set of grains, with basal planes tilted at 62° to ED, was deformed mainly by basal slip which enabled ductility enhancement.

The conclusion drawn from this part of experimental work is that I-ECAP by route A is more effective in improving strength (without losing ductility) than commonly used route B. This can be explained by textural effects as it is shown that texture plays a dominant role over grain size in controlling mechanical properties. On the other hand, strongly textured AZ31B alloy, with c-axes of hexagonal cells inclined at ~57° to tensile direction, can be a possible strategy for ductility improvement when strength is not of a great importance.

5.2. Ductility enhancement by heat treatment

A large elongation, exceeding 40%, after ECAP via route B followed by annealing was reported by Mukai et al. [10]. The obtained ductility enhancement, accompanied by reduction of yield strength, also observed in this work (increase of true strain at fracture from 0.22 to 0.35), was attributed to grain growth to 15 µm during 24 h heat treatment at 300 °C. This observation was confirmed by Agnew et al. [26] who showed that post-deformation annealing did not change strong basal texture obtained after ECAP, only grain size was increased to 19 µm. The authors of both papers noticed that 45° tilting of c-axes with reference to ED enabled slip on basal plane during tension which gave rise to ductility enhancement. However, the papers did not explain how grain growth during annealing improved formability compared to as-ECAPed state.

Our previous research showed that route B can lead to distortion of billet cross section [27], which has not been observed for route C while mechanical properties after both processing paths were very similar [20]. Therefore, in order to study the problem of increased ductility, I-ECAP experiments were conducted at 250 °C using route C followed by annealing. Grain size after I-ECAP was reduced to ~4.5 µm and the following heat treatment for 6 h at 300 °C increased it to only 6 µm. Based on these results, the effect of grain growth during annealing can be considered negligible from the view point of mechanical properties. One can also recall that texture is not affected by annealing, according to [26]. Although microstructure looked very similar before and after heat treatment, ductility was significantly improved from 0.22 to 0.35
Fig. 6. EBSD map and micro-texture of rolled sample after four I-ECAP passes by route A with a final temperature of 150 °C.

Fig. 7. Optical microscopy images of rolled samples after final pass of I-ECAP at 150 °C followed by annealing for 1 h at 150 °C (a), 200 °C (b), 250 °C (c), and 300 °C (d).

Fig. 8. Tensile flow stress curves of extruded samples subjected to I-ECAP by routes A (a) and B (b) at 250 °C and 250 °C/200 °C.
of true strain, which is very similar to the values found in the literature [10,26]. However, grain growth related explanation for ductility enhancement proposed in those articles cannot be applied here as the grain size was much smaller in our experiment. An alternative explanation can be offered by analysing more subtle features of the structure. A necklace-like structure (Fig. 5a) is commonly observed when dynamic recrystallization (DRX) takes place and this process is believed to control grain refinement of magnesium alloys in ECAP [11,16,28,29]. However, the heterogeneous microstructure can result in localization of strain along colonies of fine grains (Fig. 5b), as it was reported in the past [30].

Post-I-ECAP annealing resulted in homogenization of grain size distribution since necklace-like structure was no longer present after six hours in the furnace (Fig. 5c). As a consequence, shear banding, which led to fracture at true strain of 0.22, was avoided and further deformation to true strain of 0.35 was enabled. The dominant role of basal slip during tensile testing of the annealed samples emphasized in the literature [26] should be discussed here as well. Despite I-ECAPed texture indicating importance of this kind of deformation, it was shown that microstructure of the annealed sample was severely twinned at true strain 0.15. It is especially interesting as twinning is usually expected to decrease ductility [31–33] while in this work it was revealed in the sample, which exhibited extraordinary elongation along tensile direction. EBSD analysis of the deformed structure (Fig. 11) showed that almost all of the twins are {10–12} twins with 86° grain boundaries, which facilitate extension along c-axis (so called tensile twins). This twinning variant has already been reported in the literature as a deformation mechanism giving rise to improvement of uniform elongation in tensile samples tested along radial direction of the extruded rod of AZ31 [34]. Thus, it seems that slip on the basal plane is the main deformation mechanism at the initial stage of tension. However, further strain cannot be accommodated by the basal slip only and tensile twinning is activated, which leads to ductility enhancement. Additionally, good hardening rate of the annealed sample can be attributed to the twinning occurrence since rotation of basal planes by 86° increases stress and twin boundaries can also act as barriers for dislocation movement. Finally, anisotropic mechanical properties of the strongly textured I-ECAPed and annealed sample should be noted here since Agnew et al. [26] showed that extraordinary elongation along ED is not as spectacular during testing in other directions, which should be taken into account during forming of the I-ECAPed billets.

5.3. Strength improvement

The results obtained in the first part of experimental campaign showed that route A at 250 °C/200 °C could be effective in strength improvement of AZ31B magnesium alloy despite the yield strength (205 MPa) being still lower than after direct extrusion (220 MPa). Since our previous research revealed that smaller initial grain size of a magnesium alloy allows processing at a lower temperature [22], a procedure of gradual temperature decrease was applied to the fine-grained billets obtained by hot rolling in order to conduct I-ECAP below 200 °C. I-ECAP at 150 °C was successful in refining grain size to 0.8 µm as it was measured from EBSD map. Generation of submicron structure resulted in significant yield strength increase to 295 MPa, which was much higher than in the cases of extruded rod and rolled plate. The role of texture cannot be neglected as well since it was shown in this work that texture produced by route A was more effective in strength improvement than route B. The pole figure obtained after processing at 150 °C was similar to that for 200 °C but with more visible peaks of maximum intensities. Although initial textures of the extruded and rolled samples were different, large strain introduced during I-ECAP via route A resulted in the very similar final texture. Interestingly, a very similar alignment of shear patterns on the ED–ND plane after four passes of ECAP was predicted by a model developed by Langdon [35]. He calculated that a maximum angle between shear patterns introduced by subsequent ECAP passes reaches 37° after fourth pass, which is in a very good agreement with the obtained pole figure (Fig. 6b), where an angle between the two peaks of maximum intensities is 35–40°. It supports the idea that the produced texture is related directly to the processing route.

The same conclusion as for the billet subjected to I-ECAP at 250 °C/200 °C by route A can be drawn for 150 °C, namely grains oriented almost perpendicularly to ED attributed to strength increase while 57° orientation helped with keeping reasonable ductility at
room temperature due to activation of basal slip. It can be concluded that combination of ultra-fine grain structure and proper texture is required to increase strength to $\sim 300$ MPa without losing ductility. Moreover, much lower maximum intensity ($\sim 6.2$) of the (0001) pole figure after processing at 150°C than for any other I-ECAPed sample studied in this work is promising with respect to isotropy of mechanical properties.

Heat treatment at 200°C and above of billets previously I-ECAPed at 150°C resulted in grain growth and corresponding decrease of strength at room temperature. The main mechanism for grain growth during post-deformation annealing was static recrystallization. However, Barnett and Beer [36] claimed that microstructure restoration can be also attributed to continued growth of nuclei formed by dynamic recrystallization during plastic deformation. Despite the annealing temperature in their study being higher (400°C), it could have been also the case of the samples tested in this work.

Texture produced by I-ECAP was assumed to remain unaffected by the following heat treatment, according to the experiments conducted by Agnew et al. [26]. Thus, the grain size increase with annealing temperature was shown to have a crucial effect on yield strength at room temperature. One hour in the furnace at 300°C was enough to reverse structural changes introduced by I-ECAP and return to almost the same mechanical properties as in the as-supplied state (after rolling). Interesting results were obtained after annealing at 250°C where a significant ductility enhancement was obtained (0.3 of true strain) with a reasonably high yield stress of 205 MPa. However, we could not find an explanation for the lower ductility after heat treatment at 300°C compared to that at 250°C; further research will be required to investigate this behaviour. Finally, it was shown that only annealing at 150°C allowed keeping moderate strength (even slightly increased) of 305 MPa with a relatively good true strain at fracture of 0.2. We postulate that ductility enhancement from 0.16 after I-ECAP to 0.2 after subsequent annealing should be attributed to reduction of internal stresses due to annihilation of dislocations. Additionally, low annealing temperature allowed keeping submicron structure which resulted in sustaining of yield strength with a decent hardening response. The results presented here are in good agreement with the work by Stráská et al. [37] who showed that structure of ultrafine-grained AZ31 ($\sim 0.9 \mu m$) was stable after annealing at 170°C and grain growth was observed from 190°C.

6. Conclusions

Wrought magnesium alloy AZ31B was characterized after different versions of thermo-mechanical treatment, including incremental equal channel angular pressing (I-ECAP) and annealing. Conclusions from the conducted study are listed below.

1. Texture plays a dominant role in controlling mechanical properties after I-ECAP. It was shown that grain size reduction to $\sim 2.5 \mu m$ has not changed mechanical properties of the billet processed by route B, while strength improvement from 150 to 205 MPa was obtained after route A, despite the same final grain size as after route B.

2. The room temperature ductility of AZ31B can be increased from 0.22 of true strain at fracture after I-ECAP at 250°C via route C to 0.35 (equivalent to 42% elongation) after subsequent annealing at 300°C. The achieved ductility enhancement was attributed to: (1) the facilitation of basal slip due to texture developed during I-ECAP and (2) the homogenization of grain size distribution after heat treatment leading to suppression of shear banding. Tensile twinning was shown to play an important role in accommodating large strain during tensile testing of the annealed sample.

3. The yield strength of AZ31B alloy was increased to 305 MPa by I-ECAP at 150°C using route A followed by annealing at the same temperature. Additionally, decent hardening response was obtained with ultimate tensile stress of 380 MPa and good ductility, expressed as 0.2 of true fracture strain.

4. I-ECAP was confirmed to be a promising tool for processing of continuous magnesium alloy billets leading to a significant improvement of their mechanical properties.
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